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Here It Goes Again
OK Go

HERE IT GOES AGAIN
OK GO

STANDARD TUNING - NO CAPO

Scroll down for acoustic version. Chords between brackets last only half a bar.

CHORD CHART:
C5    x355xx
G5    355xxx
Bb5   x133xx
F5    133xxx
E5    022xxx
A5    577xxx
Ab5   466xxx
Eb5   x688xx

INTRO: 
C5
C5 - G5 - C5 
C5
C5 - G5 - Bb5 - F5

VERSE 1:
C5                         G5                     
  It could be ten, but then again, 
                         Bb5                     F5
I can t remember half an hour since a quarter to four. 
C5                                   G5
   Throw on your clothes, the second side of Surfer Rosa, 
        Bb5                         F5
and you leave me with my jaw on the floor. 

C5 - G5 - Bb5 - F5

BRIDGE:
E5                            A5
   Just when you think you re in control, 
              E5
just when you think you ve got a hold, 
     A5           G5
just when you get on a roll, 

CHORUS:



C5       G5            Bb5           F5
 Here it goes, here it goes, here it goes again.
A5   G5           C5
Oh, here it goes again. 
(C5)           G5                 Bb5 
 I should have known, should have known, 
            F5           A5
should have known again, 
    G5           Ab5
but here it goes again. 
            G5
Oh, here it goes again. 

C5

VERSE 2:
(C5)                           G5
It starts out easy, something simple, something sleazy,
          Bb5                            F5
something inching past the edge of the reserve. 
C5                           G5
   Now through lines of the cheap venetian blinds
            Bb5                F5
your car is pulling off of the curb. 

C5 - G5 - Bb5 - F5

BRIDGE:
E5                            A5
   Just when you think you re in control, 
              E5
just when you think you ve got a hold, 
     A5           G5
just when you get on a roll, 

CHORUS:
C5       G5            Bb5           F5
 Here it goes, here it goes, here it goes again.
A5   G5           C5
Oh, here it goes again. 
(C5)           G5                 Bb5 
 I should have known, should have known, 
            F5           A5
should have known again, 
    G5           C5
but here it goes again. 
(C5)     G5    Bb5     F5     A5
Here it goes, here it goes,
    G5           Ab5
but here it goes again. 
Oh, here it goes again. 

MIDDLE 8: Eb5 - Bb5 - C5 - (G5) - (Ab5) x2



C5 - G5 - Bb5 - F5

VERSE 3:
C5                            G5
  I guess there s got to be a break in the monotony,
    Bb5                         F5 
but Jesus, when it rains how it pours. 
C5                                   G5
  Throw on your clothes, the second side of Surfer Rosa,
        Bb5                 F5 (hold)
and you leave me, yeah, you leave me. 

CHORUS:
C5       G5            Bb5           F5
 Here it goes, here it goes, here it goes again.
A5   G5           C5
Oh, here it goes again. 
(C5)           G5                 Bb5 
 I should have known, should have known, 
            F5           A5
should have known again, 
    G5           C5
but here it goes again. 
(C5)     G5    Bb5     F5     A5
Here it goes, here it goes,
    G5           C5
but here it goes again. 
(C5)           G5     Bb5          F5       A5
 I should have known, should have known, 
    G5           C5
but here it goes again. 

IMPROVISED LYRICS:
C5 - G5 - Bb5 - F5 - A5 - G5 x3

OUTRO:
Ab5                    C5
     Oh, here it goes again. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------
HERE IT GOES AGAIN (Acoustic Version)
OK GO

Tabbed by NicolÃ¡s Levy Renaud (acade365@hotmail.com)

STANDARD TUNING - NO CAPO

Chords between brackets last only half a bar.

CHORD CHART:
C    032010
G    320033



Bb   113331
F    133211
E    022100
Am   x02210
Ab   466544
Eb   668886
Cm   335543

INTRO: 
C
C - G - C 
C
C - G - Bb - F

VERSE 1:
C                          G                     
  It could be ten, but then again, 
                         Bb                      F
I can t remember half an hour since a quarter to four. 
C                                    G
   Throw on your clothes, the second side of Surfer Rosa, 
        Bb                          F 
and you leave me with my jaw on the floor. 

C - G - Bb - F

BRIDGE:
E                             Am
   Just when you think you re in control, 
              E
just when you think you ve got a hold, 
     Am           G
just when you get on a roll, 

CHORUS:
C        G             Bb            F
 Here it goes, here it goes, here it goes again.
Am   G            C
Oh, here it goes again. 
(C)            G                  Bb 
 I should have known, should have known, 
            F            Am
should have known again, 
    G            Ab 
but here it goes again. 
            G
Oh, here it goes again. 

C

VERSE 2:
(C)                            G



It starts out easy, something simple, something sleazy,
          Bb                             F
something inching past the edge of the reserve. 
C                            G
   Now through lines of the cheap venetian blinds
            Bb                 F 
your car is pulling off of the curb. 

C - G - Bb - F

BRIDGE:
E                             Am
   Just when you think you re in control, 
              E
just when you think you ve got a hold, 
     Am           G
just when you get on a roll, 

CHORUS:
C        G             Bb            F 
 Here it goes, here it goes, here it goes again.
Am   G            C
Oh, here it goes again. 
(C)            G                  Bb 
 I should have known, should have known, 
            F           Am
should have known again, 
    G            C
but here it goes again. 
(C)      G     Bb      F      Am
Here it goes, here it goes,
    G            Ab
but here it goes again. 
Oh, here it goes again. 

MIDDLE 8: Eb - Bb - Cm - (G) - (Ab) x2

C - G - Bb - F

VERSE 3:
C                             G
  I guess there s got to be a break in the monotony,
    Bb                          F 
but Jesus, when it rains how it pours. 
C                                    G
  Throw on your clothes, the second side of Surfer Rosa,
        Bb                  F (hold)
and you leave me, yeah, you leave me. 

CHORUS:
C        G             Bb            F
 Here it goes, here it goes, here it goes again.



Am   G            C
Oh, here it goes again. 
(C)            G                  Bb 
 I should have known, should have known, 
            F            Am
should have known again, 
    G            C
but here it goes again. 
(C)      G     Bb     F      Am
Here it goes, here it goes,
    G            C
but here it goes again. 
(C)            G      Bb           F        Am
 I should have known, should have known, 
    G            C
but here it goes again. 

IMPROVISED LYRICS:
C - G - Bb - F - Am - G x3

OUTRO:
Ab                     C
     Oh, here it goes again. 


